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True tragedy is the revelation, or maybe the illusion that there
are other values accessible to man, beyond the obvious values of
physical life and death, of happiness or suffering, and that in attaining them the spirit of man can and does conquer death.
Gilbert Murray
Aeschylus, the Creator of
Greek Tragedy

I love thee with the breath, smiles, tears of all my life; and, if
God choose, I shall but love thee better after death.
Elizabeth Barrett Browning
Sonnet 43
The gods visit the sins of the fathers upon the children.
Euripides
Phrixus fragment 970

O

n the sixteenth of October 1890 a rusty old tramp
steamer from Antwerp, carrying a cargo of pit
props for the South Wales coal mines docked at
Swansea. In the night a stowaway crept from the hold and
jumped over the gap onto the deserted quayside. Nobody
saw him leave the ship and in ten seconds he had vanished into the sleeping city.

Spring

1891-1897

A

man walked up the side of a hill; an ox of a man. Behind
him the hamlet of Hafod-y-rhisgl nestled in a hollow.
Smooth, rounded moss-covered spurs fell to the water’s
edge, where a boy stood motionless on the wooden footbridge, a
home-made line in his hand. He watched for the ripples to pass
in the race below him and listened to the water sounds and the
wind-whispering leaves of the willow. The man, the ox of a man,
stopped to catch his breath. It was good. Yes, it was good; the air,
the valley and the smooth, undulating green moors before him.
He kicked at a sod of grass, picked it up in his massive hands and
crumbled the loose, peaty soil at the roots. It passed through his
fingers. Some fell on his well-worn boots. Some rested between his
fingers and in the palm of his hands. It lingered dark brown along
the veins, where his ‘life’ merged with his ‘destiny’. He shifted the
weight of his heavy pack on his shoulders. It had rubbed into the
flesh under his coarse shirt and left long red weals there. So….it
was heavy! Many things were heavy. Few were so evident as a
pack on the back.
Above him the road from Capel Curig wound along the
heather-covered hillside. Occasionally it halted upon itself as if
to gaze down on its own beauty; it paused at a curve or a bend
like a hesitating woman before her looking-glass, uncertain of her
own beauty. And the man faltered too, his thick brows lowered,
his concentration always on the way ahead. A cart clattered past,
pulling a trailer with three sheep in it. It turned the corner and
went out of sight. The bleating of the sheep followed it all the
way to the Llyn Gwynant – the curious phenomena of distance on
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a mild April morning, where birth cries out for recognition, but
remains as relative as the distance that separates it from its own
reincarnation. Across the road a steep pasture rose into a pathless wold of scattered birch trees. The man followed the road for
a while, looking for an easy way up. There was no fence, but the
elder and blackthorn bushes that clung to the eroded banks bore
traces of sheep’s wool, and where the rain had worn gullies in the
peaty soil, the sheep had clambered down. Their stale pungent
smell still hung in the air.
After a quarter of a mile, the man found a path leading into
a mixed wood of whitebeam and chestnut trees. A small stream
plunged from the copse and under the road. Where the roots
were bare among the rocks, green moss cushions swayed with
the passing water, tumbling down the hillside to join the Afon
Glaslyn five hundred feet below. Bending his huge shoulders, the
man lowered his pack onto the bank and stooped to the water. His
cupped hands splashed in the icy coolness like a child’s and yet
far from being a child’s. Only the instantaneous whim of joyful
abandon remained the same as he prepared to drink. Hunched
above the stream like a beast, he washed his hands, working
hands, soiled, stained and knotted hands, hands in which resided
formidable power. A wild bee flew out of a hole in the bank by his
ear. He didn’t start in surprise. Was there even a smile of benign
tolerance for the creature? Bees were good. He had no need or
desire to harm bees.
The chestnut trees closed in on him. Sun-filtered leaves of last
year lay dankly sodden in piles round mossy roots. Loose watersmoothed pebbles littered the slippery track and he stumbled in
his heavy docker’s boots, grunting with the effort to keep his balance under the weight of his pack. Like a beast of burden? Who
knows? And yet it was easy work. He made a mental note of the
sheep droppings along the way. The unfamiliar smell mingled
with the musky odor of rotting leaves.
Where the chestnut copse ended, he finally slipped as the
eroded path hugged the side of a steep gulley. He slithered down
on his hip fifty feet or more in the moldering leaves. His iron-shod
boots dug deeply into the humus. Rotten branches snagged his
jacket and poked his ribs. He laughed, however, this ox of a man
sliding like a schoolboy among the stones and leaves. Then, stoi-
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cally, he climbed back up to the path.
Out on the moor the turf was springy and rain-soaked. As his
boots trod the spongy grass, water welled up and over the worn
leather. Clumps of heather sprinkled the slopes, purple and white
among the pervading green, isolated islands of color, belonging
and yet not belonging. He climbed on among lichen-streaked
rocks, the bluffs and tors of Bwlch Ehediad and Clogwyn Pwllbudr, only he didn’t know the strange, unfamiliar names, and if
he did, he couldn’t have pronounced them. He knew only Kattendijk Dok and Kempish Dock. He had strayed a long way from
home, if home can be said to be any one place or any one thought
or any one face out of a million faces.
Below him he could now see the whole length of the Afon Valley. Like a long blue mirror, Llyn Gwynant stretched to the south
west in the shadow of Snowdon. He could see as far as the eye can
see and then farther. Where the horizon fades into the dim dusk
of imagination, we build and build and build bridges on which
to walk, security where a child can play in innocence or where a
filtered memory will leave only what we once craved. No, not the
last…. not yet.
The path leveled itself now, running along the basin of a vanished tarn. He had crossed a watershed and a large strange stream
rushed below him over the rocks among the roar of many waterfalls; a new country, barren of trees or bushes with only rolling
turf, bracken, furze clumps and rocky outcrops. He put down his
pack once more and scanned the steep slope. He followed the fluttering flight of a curlew, raising his dark pensive eyes to the sky’s
glare. The bird remained only a few seconds in the air and then
dropped leadenly into the stiff bog grass. What was he thinking,
this man, as he watched the bird settle? Was he too looking for a
place to settle in this green rain-drenched wilderness?
He wandered over the slope, pulling at the tufts of grass and
running the peaty red soil through his fingers. He moved far up
on Carnedd-y-Cribau, among the mossy boulders, stopping where
the rain had washed away the topsoil and left gaping gullies scarring the hillside. His stooped figure flitted from shadow to sunlight, from clump to clump with the water welling beneath his
boots and the lonely curlew call on the warm west wind. He only
returned to his pack when darkness had fallen. Then he stretched
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out on his heavy coat in the shadow of a dark crag and slept.
The next morning he followed the stream upwards to its
source. For an hour he plodded on until he reached Merddwf Diwaunedd, where the waters collect to form a pristine pool. Two
sweeping mounds come down to the pool’s edge from the east and
west. They pull at its waters and pour them out like wine from
the neck of a flask. The mounds rise ponderously, dominatingly
in a wide arc, away into the obscurity of the tumbled rocks. The
man gazed into the still water, sweet and red from the peat, the
edges unbroken and clear. Nobody comes here. Nobody knows of
the silence that only a moorland mountain can provide. Nobody
watched his own reflection fanning away from the shoreline in
concentric rings to the metronomic heart beat.
The man gazed for some minutes more along the ragged ridges
until he spotted something that stopped him in his tracks. Framed
against the purple heather on Llechwedd Garnedd he noticed an
isolated tor, like the silhouette of a mastless ship. The towering
rock pile crested the ridge, as though, by magnetism, luring the
sea into the mountains. Or is it only that he wants it to do so? But
then he wouldn’t have questioned his thoughts for fear of hearing
the truth. As if a great weight was taken from him, the man left
the tarn and climbed the fern-dotted slope towards the tor. There
was an urgency in his pace now, ill-suited to the gradient, but a
longing too in this man of the earth, who grunted to himself in
appreciation. It is his way, for he has little use for words.
For three days he rested by the shore of Llynau Diwaunedd,
eating the provisions he had brought on his broad back and at
night sleeping under the great blanket. In the mornings he roamed
over the moor, looking, touching the land, becoming a part of it.
He spoke to the land in a foreign tongue and caressed it with
music, as a lover may write sonnets in the early hours, after a long
sleepless night. He drank from the tarn and washed his massive
body in its peaty waters.
On the second day he wandered back down to the timber line
and returned with birch boughs to burn, and in the evening he
sat by the flames. Here, in the novelty of a newly-found tranquility he could isolate the turbulence of his thoughts, while the gnats
traced spider-web patterns on the tarn’s still surface. Or were they
really thoughts? What is he? What is he, this ox of a man sitting
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here by the fire? Only a thought? … of today, or yesterday’s first
whisperings of desolation. Maybe it was born in those autumnal
breezes from over the polders.
***
Maybe it is in the red of the Flemish sunset or the cadaverous
jowl of the beggar, who stands day after day on the corner of the
Mier. His hat is always empty and from his rheumy eyes a drop of
pus trickles unchecked over his wind-leathered skin. Words that
are no words come from the toothless cavern that once laughed…
laughed as a child, a youth, a man… does it really matter?
“I’m dizzy.”
“Round….I must go round.”
“See where the river falls?”
“Wind-washed.”
“Blowing.”
“Over. Over. . ….?
“What once was.”
He coughs and in the scrape of bloody phlegm is the jar of
tomorrow, the drumming of a thousand pulses deadening the vision. Was that the boy by the Galgenweel? So long ago. He too has
watched the ripples passing over the still water. Where the pale
grey catafalque of the city lounges along the far bank of the torpid
river, a dark shadow falls on the surface. The young boy sits still.
He watches a moor-hen chugging tug-like from reed to reed, tiny
black head bobbing up and down. Concentric circles of disturbance spread outwards towards the shore and lose themselves in
the reed beds. As one who often looks at things, but in fact sees
little of the actual but much of the unperceived, the boy follows
the spreading ripples, noticing them only as pulsations, frequencies mirrored in his mind.
“Do you feel them?”
“I think so.”
“You must be sure now.”
“I think so.”
Suddenly a high layer of drifting cloud blankets out the October sun. A sharp wind sweeps over the Schelde estuary, rising sporadically to a scream among the high-plumed bull-rushes.
The boy stays motionless, a fixed expression on his face, a certain
depth of vagueness in the dark eyes, for how else can vagueness
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be portrayed, but when you know that something stirs you in
thought, but don’t know what it is? He feels it. Nothing more. He
can’t name it, or define it or explain it away like he can the chiming of Notre Dame, which drifts from the tall spire in the distance, or the creaking booms of the river barges for ever loading
and unloading along the wharves of Antwerp.
“And this beating….here?”
“The tide.”
“ I can feel it too.”
In that cardinal drive his senses reel, intoxicated in a mounting premonition. Will the swallows fly again this year? Where
this moor-hen mates, will the water freeze? Will the beggar in the
Mier clench his teeth when the naked bone scrapes the pavement?
Where was Time, when the nerves split like rotten marrow? The
boy pulls a rusty old kitchen knife from the jacket of his sagging
suit. The keen edge sends a momentary flash over the water. He
draws a dead ash branch from the grass towards him and starts
to strip the bark. His fingers move tentatively over the exposed
grain. He feels the sticky sap drying on his fingers. There is no
apparent purpose in the work. He may not know the purpose
himself. Only his eye betrays intensity and his knife cuts into the
soft white wood with a certain sense of decision. The moor-hen
passes again with six chicks paddling in her wake. They squeak
and chatter in the wind ruffling their pale plumage. They should
not be young, and the boy does not look up. He carves.
“Fall then.”
“I?”
“To where only the Styx flows fast and unremittingly.”
“Into the blackness then?”
“Or the light.”
For there is light in the unconceived revelation. Even the
hoarse crow on the rooftop shatters us with light that hides its
brightness within darkened tones. Beauty through suffering.
Beauty through pain.
“Oh…..I have no claim.”
“Once you did.”
“Perhaps.”
When as a fetus you sucked life-blood from the veined placenta, you could have stifled your own passport to the world with
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a premature belch.
“Why is this then?”
“Wait for me!”
The boy continues to work on his carving, loosing track of
time with his thoughts too. Then, as on a signal, he springs to
his feet, clutching the piece of wood to his chest; like an animal
cornered, except that there is no corner, only the river and the
reeds rustling. Yet he is like an animal now, holding the whittled
stick deliberately between thumb and forefinger and listening.
When the tension is right, anything will snap, and so it is with
the whittled stick. Like a recoiled spring it bends in a high arc,
cracks and flies. A mallard rises on its webbed feet in alarm as the
boy bends to pick up the two pieces, pathetically now, as though
he can no longer swim against the current of inevitability. How
can a child of twelve know that among the rocks only the black
leeches lurk parasitically? And yet a child of twelve may know
many things. He possesses many things; an instinct for the things
that hurt and wound. Why should he find more in a shaft of light
than the awareness of darkness below the inundating water? The
pulse of loss is frantic to him also, where there is no cohesion, so
that he weeps before he knows why he is crying. He sits on a dead
tree stump with the salt drying on the cheeks and waits for the
reason.
A suppressed giggle of intimacy rises from the reed beds to
the right and a young couple in their teens scramble up the grassy
bank. They hold hands and observe the trampled grass spring
back behind them. The girl straightens her crumpled skirt and
finishes buttoning her blouse. In her pretty face is inscribed the
beauty of first-knowledge. The watching boy on the tree stump
knows too. He may never have said it or written it. It lies in a
length of broken ash twig on the ground. It lies in the awareness
of nothing, like the eagle that dashes its head against a rock when
the urge is on it. Parted lovers peer poignantly at the mirage speck,
whether it be a thousand times the Atlantic or the mere breadth of
a mountain tarn. The aged matron grips the arm of her chair in a
blind frenzy of loneliness.
“You are truly lost now.”
“But I cannot weep.”
Without taking his eyes from the disappearing backs of the
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young lovers, the boy picks up a heavy stone. He takes a step
back to hurl it into the water, but he never looks closely to see the
moor-hen sink slowly below the surface. He never hears clearly
the chicks circling helplessly for a while and then drifting away
into the reeds.
***
And so that was Gagenweel a long time ago. Had the man
searched for a beginning he might have found it there. All things
are supposed to have a beginning, but the man sitting silently by
the waters of Llynau Diwaunedd had many years still in which
to find it.
On the fifth day he wandered away a little from the tarn and
started to dig. He dug down two feet and then three in the damp
peaty soil. His back ached with the work, but it was good honest
work. An aching back has never done anyone any harm. When
the pit was deep enough, he dropped his pack in it and shoveled
back the earth. Then he trod down the disturbed ground and,
turning his back on the hillside, he retraced his steps down to
the valley of the Afon. Before he entered the chestnut wood once
more, he glanced behind him. A golden sun was setting in the
west beyond the Ship Rock and the dank smell of dusk rose pungently from the heather and fern brakes that carpeted the fading
flanks of the mountain.
Three days later he came back to the mountain. It had rained
in the night and the billowing banks of cumulus clung still to
the wet green ridges. They cast fleeting grey shadows along the
slopes and drew pictures on the silver surface of Llyn Gwynant.
Where the sun penetrated the broken clouds, steam rose from the
road and drifted into the clumps of willow-herb and hog-weed
growing at the roadside. The man no longer slid and slipped in
the chestnut wood and on the wet flints that squeaked under
his boots. Before him he drove two sheep, a ewe and a ram, a
fine strong-boned beast with an evil eye. The long brown shaft
of his pupil flicked from side to side below the opaque surface
of his yellow eye, as he snorted and butted the ewe in front on
him. She wasn’t such a perfect animal. Her thinning moth-eaten
coat was matted with mud. She stopped frequently to inspect the
droppings of sheep that had strayed into the wood on previous
occasions. The man had little knowledge of sheep, but his keen
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eyes told him something. He knew that his ewe came from a bad
farm. She had been neglected by the man who had sold her at the
market. That was obvious. He had kicked her into the arena and
could not have cared for her. He had kicked her so hard that she
had staggered and fallen in the mud. She was not a bad beast,
just badly neglected. Now she had a new home on the mountain,
like her master. He bore a new burden on his broad back, as he
climbed stoically to the place he had chosen, where the Ship Rock
rose starkly against the heather. He looked again at the rock and
smiled to himself.
He easily found the place where his first load lay buried and
squatted there to study the undisturbed top soil, except where a
fox had scratched for a while and then passed on. The impression
of his claws remained in the waterlogged earth. A round smoothness showed where the fox had pressed his nose to the ground
to identify the scent. Probably he had smelled the man, his brush
had quivered a warning and he had trotted on.
The man pulled away the loose turfs and dug again. He dug
doggedly and thought of the last day on the road from Beddgelert, the nine miles of rough track, with only the scraping of the
sheep’s’ feet for company. That made three days, with the day he
had wasted in the village because it hadn’t been Market Day when
he arrived. So he had sat on the common and looked along the
valley to where the velvet-green hills dipped to the pass and the
distant coastal plain. The dirt road was enclosed within dry stone
walls, weathered grey slate, chipped and chiseled into roughlysquared rows. The walls wound away from the road too, far up
onto the windswept moors, where they lost themselves on the
water-logged plateau or finished abruptly as tiny shelters, where
shepherd and sheep alike could shelter from sleet and snow.
And so he had sat silently and looked along the valley and
watched the whiskered men of the village enter the pub for their
daily pint. Perhaps he might have gone in too, only he wasn’t yet
sure of himself and his reception. Perhaps they would resent his
arrival; a foreigner who spoke no word of Welsh, who had materialized in the night, unannounced and unwanted. One villager
ventured over and spoke to him and he had grunted a reply. Even
if he had known what words to use, he would still have grunted.
He had little use for speech. The villager lingered a while out of
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curiosity and pointed a finger at him.
“What you called?” He jerked his head sideways.
“Van Veldt. Issak Van Veldt.” the man replied. The villager
shrugged and the two men looked up together at the scurrying
rain-clouds and the long silvery streak of the deepening dusk.
Finally the other slipped into the pub and told his drinking companions of the burley stranger who only grunted. But he told all
this without animosity and from time to time a hand pulled back
the lace curtain in the bar window and a friendly face peered into
the street, where Issak sat stoically in the lampless gloom with his
blanket round his broad shoulders. He sat so still and silent that
once a bird hopped within an inch of his foot. He thought how
strange it was that the bird, with the rain still wet on its feathers,
would come when he never called it. It brought with it the million
desolations contained in that simple hopping of an unsolicited
bird.
***
In that black flash of feather he knows himself to be reduced
to a nostalgia of warm hay or the distant hum of voices upon the
farthest boundaries of perception. He is enclosed in an incomprehensible maze. Shouldn’t he laugh perhaps? After all, that is what
such lunacy demands, a solitary laugh in the place of remorseful
smiles, smiles wan as primroses, gathered at midnight by chillyfingered spring.
“One…two…”
Let’s drip twigs into a well.”
“Come then.”
“Tall masted chimney.”
Like the derelict factory chimney at the end of Bredastraat, sitting squat in its square of wasteland. A matted jungle of maddock
and coarse swamp grass hides what was once the council dump.
The rusting incinerator still stands, tall brick chimney climbing
into the pale northern sky. Along one side of the wasteland lies
a thin line of wilted whitethorn and beyond that the first houses
with their gangs of dockland urchins, fighting for possession of
the warren of underground passages that constitute base camp.
Then there is an early June when nobody fights, nobody
laughs. The passage of homebound ships into the Asiadok alone
breaks the sudden silence. Even the familiar creaking timbers and
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explosions from the boilers fade, for today an offshore wind blows
the sounds far down the estuary, the only witness the boy on his
pile of dusty bricks. He concentrates with futile obstinacy on rubbing a groove into a brick with a split stick. How easily the red
brick turns to dust! What eternal boyish delight in destruction!
He might even have taken pleasure in killing the moorhen, in the
same way as boys enjoy tying tin cans to cats’ tails. That has always been the trouble. There had been two of them before. The
boy has been so long silent that they came to accept him.
“And you think they must accept?”
“There’s so much dust here.”
“Surely there, at least, is a meaning.”
“There is never meaning.”
“For some things.”
“Everything is without meaning.”
Maybe that’s a little presumptuous. Better say he has never
found the meaning. The sparrows are so attentive to their nestbuilding that some time passes before they are aware of his presence. He sits totally still, his eyes on the birds and tears trickling
down his grubby cheeks. He has become aware of that timeless
peace held in the lachrymal, lingering eye-blink of the hunted
deer as the hounds tear its throat. When the blood falls to the
trampled earth it fuses the tears. Is it that he himself has seen
the deer prone on the trampled earth, in the coarse swamp grass
of a new wasteland, other than the reed-rimmed shores of the
Gagenweel? There are still so many riddles beyond understanding, riddles that root themselves unobtrusively in the mind and
blossom into a star, as imperative as the moon’s pull on the tides.
Perhaps in that second of solitude he had mixed the blood with
the tear, planted an enigmatic embryo. There are those unsung
words too: ‘Something there is that haunts me now; perhaps these
blowing grasses by the shore, perhaps a laugh when followed by
a sigh, perhaps this stone I crumble in my hand. I would enquire,
but that I have no voice.’
***
All those ‘perhaps’, would they ever be finalized? Even though
the daylight was fast fading, Issak took his spade and began to
dig the foundation for his house. He worked steadily through the
late afternoon hours. His mighty shoulders heaved and the sweat
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poured from him, as he struggled to uproot the fibrous matting of
heather and peat. Roots clung tenaciously to land that had never
been violated, like traditions cling to a culture. They entwine
themselves and mock at our puny attempts to wrest them from
their heritage. Sometimes he encountered rhizomes of couch
grass and fern clinging to cracks in granite outcrops just below
the surface and the blows from his spade sent sparks spinning
into the moorland dusk. By painful back-aching degrees he laid
bare the damp red peaty clods. He gauged the increasing square
in which he stood and by nightfall he found himself in an island
of freshly exposed earth. He rested then on his spade and listened
to the Afon Diwaunedd tumbling far below in the starlit vale. He
straightened his aching shoulders and felt with satisfaction the
muscles tighten beneath the skin. A few wild fowl sailed in for
the night by the tarn. They babbled and chattered among themselves like gossiping fishwives.
Issak strained his eyes for a glimpse of his sheep, grazing
peaceably among the grass-rimmed rocks. Every so often, one of
them bleated mournfully, a pointless silly sound that reached the
fowl on the tarn. They swiveled their heads, shifted their position
delicately from one foot to the other and returned to their low
reedy clucking.
Issak had spent nearly a third of his money for his ewe and
the ram. Part of what he had brought with him from the other
place was gone. He could not judge whether the price he paid was
fair or not. Perhaps the farmer who sold him the ram, seeing that
he was a stranger and spoke no word of his language had taken
advantage of the situation.
He had returned to the market place with the rising sun. A
low valley-mist still blanketed the fields. It swirled wetly round
the squat white cottages, cutting them in two, so that only the
thatched roofs and chimneys seemed to float on a sea of grey
mist. Over the river it hovered thickest, drawn to the warmer water. As he walked up the hill from the footbridge, he emerged
limb by limb from the mist into the crisp air. Farmers arrived
by the cartload. The sound of ponderous invisible hoofs echoed
eerily inside the mist, long before the horses appeared. Sometimes a farmer raised a hand in greeting as he passed and Issak
grunted in response. It was his way. It had always been so. Influ-
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ence had passed him by in his quiet backwater, both troublesome
and beautiful. To pass on, untroubled, uninfluenced, relying on
no one for succor. That was how it had been before. That was how
his dilemma had finally found him unguarded and unprepared.
The oscillating balance had caught him off guard. From his need
of dependence had sprung that other unforeseeable dependence.
Wasn’t that it? The time he had first begun questioning his dependence? There had been more than his own voice in reply.
“Mine too?”
Yes, there is your voice too, but it isn’t really a voice. There is
your smile, but it isn’t really a smile; little more than the knowledge of something ardently desired, that has yet to materialize.
“Here?”
“And when I am sad?”
“I too shall be sad.” Distance will become but the perception
of a wavering mire of loneliness. In reality I have been both as far
and as near to it, as the sky is high. In the faded memory of a face,
I am faced with the mask of actuality. I cling to the minutes as
though they are the days and years of lost millennia.
***
So Issak had got his sheep; sixty shillings for the ram and
thirty-five shillings for the ewe. He had raised the bidding with
the deep booming seaman’s call which was the only call he knew.
The farmers listened and heard the sound of the sea in his voice.
They whispered his foreign-sounding name among themselves
and grinned patronizingly at his purchases. They realized he had
paid too much, but he was far from home and would learn in
time.
“Where you from?” one of them asked. Issak pointed to where
Moel Gid crouched in the shadow of Tryfan.
“Pen-y-Gwyrd” he muttered and pointed again into the hills.
The man wandered away to watch the bidding and Issak led his
two sheep to the road and went north. By now the sun had dissipated the morning mist. Below him the village lay in its valley
junction, the tiny streets congested with wagons and carts. The
hum from the busy market followed him far on his way, the only
other sound being the click of sheep’s feet on the road.
When he had cleared away the turf from the area he had chosen for his house, Issak dug deep into the side of the mountain.
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At first the earth was yielding and not difficult to remove, except
where those small granite outcrops lay like sleeping logs underground. Hours passed while his sheep grazed contentedly behind
him and cumulus clouds converged over Tryfan.
On the second day of his return, as curlews whistled mellowly to the deepening dusk, Issak completed the excavation and
built his fire in the pit. The pit measured six feet deep at the back,
where it dug into the hillside. On the left a solid strata of dark
red granite wedded the slope of the land. Issak sat by his sputtering fire of birch logs and listened to the earth drying and the
crackling roots. Occasionally an erring spark alighted on a long
fibrous rhizome and fizzled up the pit walls, where it died in the
damp surface peat. Sometimes a flint cracked sharply in the heat
and a jagged splinter sped into the night or landed at his feet, the
exploded stone gleaming in the firelight.
Finally Issak could envisage his new home. He could capture
in his mind the tumbling waters of Diwaunedd, the distant twinkling lights from the cottages of Gwastadannas and Pen-y-Gwyrd.
He ran his calloused hands through his coarse black mop of hair
and felt the grains of clean earth, the fruits of his labour and the
tightness in his scalp. He kicked at the flickering embers of blackened wood and, if he took them as crushed symbols of a distant
yesterday, it was only because tomorrow was still so far ahead.
“And the separation?”
“Never total.”
“That’s true.”
“There is always a reason to everything.”
“Yes?”
“There has to be a reason to everything, Issak.”
The next morning he climbed down once more to the chestnut wood above the road to Hafod-y-Rhisgl. All day he worked
among the trees, selecting and sorting and finally felling those he
had chosen. In those days nobody asked questions. Probably nobody knew to whom the trees rightfully belonged. The fruits of a
benevolent nature offered themselves freely to those ready to accept them. The flailing axe flashed among the stout trunks. Sweat
poured down his naked shoulders and into his chest hair. His
muscles flexed and rippled beneath the white skin each time his
powerful arm rose and the biting blade descended with a hollow,
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echoing crash. Wherever he found a trunk of suitable diameter,
he first cleared away the underbrush of trailing briar and gorse.
With one diagonal blow he was able to cut through an easy foot of
green wood. Then he lopped off the useless boughs and dragged
the bare trunk to where he had a growing stack assembled. He
took only straight trunks of chestnut and beech and whitebeam,
where the sap seeped freely from the axe wounds.
He stopped for no lunch, but worked steadily on, felling the
timber and lopping off the branches. Sometimes he argued with
them. Where he found an oak that wedged his axe in a vice-like
grip and refused to let him withdraw it, he muttered: ‘Big as you
are, I am bigger. Strong as you are, I am stronger.’ To prove it he
would lift the fallen trunk in his arms and stagger with it to the
edge of the clearing, knees buckled under the weight, but heart
mighty still in the achievement. Sometimes we need such senseless displays of mastery. Issak, still green in the mysterious ways
of his new life, needed to know these things too.
That night he slept in the wood. He made an improvised bed
of dry fern fronds under a tilted half-fallen chestnut and lay listening to the badgers and the polecats rooting in the bracken.
He heard the scream of a rabbit taken by a fox not twenty yards
from where he dozed. He heard the rustle of the body dragging
through the underbrush. At moments he worried about his sheep,
unattended up there on the mist-wreathed moors.
By the time the sun had risen on the third day, he had felled
enough timber for his purpose and the task of transporting it up
the mountain lay dauntingly before him. At first he faltered at
the thought. Then he remembered his strength, the formidable
strength of an ox. With a hempen rope he fastened the end of the
first log and heaved it out of the wood. The moving trunk dug
deep ruts in the leaf mould. The ribbed bark snagged on clumps
of heather or an exposed oak root. Slowly he dragged the log up
the mountain. When he reached the Ship rock, he threw himself
on the springy turf and gazed at the cloud-drifting sky. His lungs
felt ready to burst at every gasp. Some things, however, are beyond defeat, and not the least of these is love.
For a whole week Issak labored between the chestnut copse
and Llynau Diwaunedd. He stopped only to sleep and eat and
drink from the stream and keep a wary eye on his grazing sheep.
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Once a man passed by the wood on the road to Beddgelert. His
barking collie bounded up to where Issak sat resting on the last
log. The dog’s master, egged on by natural curiosity, clambered
up through the flattened briars.
“Hot work,” he panted, glancing at the severed stumps,
counting the number of trees felled. Issak grunted in response.
“Heard you was here,” the man continued. Issak nodded his head
and smiled. Had he understood, he would still have had little use
for words. The traveler smiled too and climbed back down to the
road. The dog, scenting last night’s visiting polecats, bounded
ahead. The chapel bell at Capel Curig struck five o’clock. Issak
harnessed himself to the last log, took the strain on his shoulders,
and started home.
***
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